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1. Introduction
1.1 Context
A public sculpture and related research and engagement project championing the
achievements and recognition of women in the City of Leeds. Conceived by Rachel Reeves
(MP Leeds West), and project-managed by Leeds Arts University in collaboration with
Leeds City Council, the aim is a more balanced gender representation of public sculptures
in Leeds.
1.2 Benchmarking
While Manchester City Council’s commission of suffragette leader, Emmeline Pankhurst
(1858-1928), by sculptor Hazel Reeves has provided a primary example, further existing
examples include the pioneering aviator Amy Johnson (1903-1941) in Hull and politician
Bessie Braddock (1899-1970) in Liverpool Lime Street.
More recently, a statue of suffragist Millicent Fawcett (1847-1929) by contemporary artist
Gillian Wearing has been inaugurated in London’s Parliament Square, social reformer Mary
Barbour (1875-1958) by Andrew Brown has been unveiled in Govan, Glasgow, and
suffragette Alice Hawkins (1863-1946) by Sean Hedges-Quinn has been established in
Leicester.
Another approach is the ‘Women of Steel’ female steelworkers of Sheffield by Martin
Jennings where the focus is on a group’s contribution rather than attention devoted to an
individual. The ‘Cracker Packers’ in Carlisle is another example of a grouping of women’s
achievements, again involving Hazel Reeves.
A series of major UK cities and towns are, therefore, making concerted attempts to tackle
the historical oversight of women’s achievements by way of public sculpture. Yet, it is
also clear that all the above examples have tended to conform to a figurative and largely
nineteenth century model of public sculpture, featuring women who have long since
passed away. It is proposed that Leeds, with a long tradition of being an avant-garde city,
contribute to this national debate in a ground-breaking way with an innovative structure
that can both celebrate multiple women’s achievements and offer a creative model that
can be added to democratically with living exemplars in years to come.
As an indication of the range of achievements that need represented, the Yorkshire
Evening Post ran a survey on Leeds women of note. This list included Nicola Adams, Alice
Bacon, Jo Cox, Isabella Ford, Sue Ryder, Jane Tomlinson, and Fanny Waterman. It is
envisaged that the commissioned sculpture will enable previously unsung women to be
recognised too, as well as those who may have been born elsewhere and made significant
contributions to the City of Leeds.
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1.3 History
Leeds Arts University recently obtained university status and celebrated its 170th
birthday. The University is well known for its alumni, particularly early-mid twentieth
century sculptors, Barbara Hepworth (1903-1975) and Henry Moore (1898-1986), whose
work challenged the very idea of what sculpture could be. Their work was loosely
figurative but predominantly abstract as per the tenets of associated avantgarde/modernist art movements like Unit One. Kenneth Armitage (1916-2002) is another
alumnus known for his semi-abstract bronze sculptures such as ‘Both Arms’ (2001) in
Millennium Square, Leeds.
While representational, figurative sculpture is an accessible form of commissioning, we
propose that an expanded sculptural approach (Krauss, 1979) might offer more inclusive
lines of inquiry that will be appreciated on a longer-term basis as a major contribution of
the visual arts to the city.
In collaboration with other stakeholders, Leeds Arts University will lead on opportunities
for long-term interactive and progressive engagement with the resulting sculpture by
building a programme of educational events and performances in response to the
sculpture.
1.4 Beneficiaries
It is envisaged that the entire population of Leeds as well as the tourism industry could
ultimately benefit from this public sculpture sited within the public realm in a high profile
space.
Given the theme of this project, it is likely to benefit the representation of women across
Leeds (404,900 women approx.) The winning sculpture commission will provide historical
and contemporary role models for a broad range of ages and backgrounds. However, we
believe that this issue is relevant to anyone who believes in equality, and will therefore
likely have a broader appeal.
Leeds Arts University gallery footfall is currently 13,000 (approx.) visitors per year,
meaning that around 3350 people would likely visit the exhibition, if not more due to the
civic relevance of the project. The site is home to Leeds Playhouse which receives at least
200,000 visitors a year. The project's engagement and educational dimension will be
directed primarily towards students at both Leeds Arts University and Leeds City College
(22,000 students approx.).
1.5 References and Further Reading
Krauss, Rosalind ‘Sculpture in the Expanded Field’, October, 8 (Spring 1979), 30-44.
Reeves, Rachel. Alice in Westminster: The Political Life of Alice Bacon (London: I.B Tauris,
2016).
‘Magnificent Seven: The Inspirational Women YEP Readers Want to See Honoured with a
Statue’ in Yorkshire Evening Post (18 April 2017).
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2. Site context
2.1 Location
Gateway Court, Quarry Hill, Leeds, West Yorkshire, LS2 7UP
The proposed site for the sculpture is at the heart of the new development of Gateway
Court between the West Yorkshire Playhouse and Leeds City College’s £57million new build
scheduled for completion in summer 2019.
This area is also home to the BBC Yorkshire, Leeds College of Music, Northern Ballet, and
numerous independent businesses such as those within Munro House. A key intention of
this redevelopment is the linking up between the busy City Centre shopping and business
district and the cultural Quarry Hill area. Quarry Hill has a long history as a communal
site, and was previously home to one of the largest social housing complexes in the UK
(1938-78).
The sculpture will be sited prominently at the top of a green landscaped, tiered public
space between two major cultural and educational institutions, visible from Eastgate and
The Headrow. The sculpture will be lit accordingly given the site’s association with
twilight performances and cultural night-life. The sculpture should respond creatively to
these surroundings.
The location of the sculpture needs to respond to a number of axial connections, both
physical and visual and forms a major nodal point within the overall composition of
buildings and spaces being brought forward as part of the redevelopment of Quarry Hill.
The ‘promontory’ upon which the sculpture will be located forms a major focal point and
stopping off/gathering point along the journey east from the city centre towards Quarry
Hill.
The site is owned by Leeds City Council. The foundation for the sculpture needs to be
150mm from the inner edge of the retaining wall as shown in the illustration below (2.2).
The yellow line illustrates the maximum extent of the footprint of the sculpture, whilst
the blue line illustrates the preferred footprint of the sculpture. Ducts for power and data
will be provided to the plinth, though the project will need to allow for the cost of pulling
such services to the plinth. Leeds City Council will assist in securing statutory consents for
the sculpture.
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2.2 General Arrangement Drawings

Image credits: re-form Landscape Architects.
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2.3 Computer Generated Imagery
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Image credits: Richard Line at Virtual Planit for SOYO.
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3. Stakeholders
3.1 Core Steering Committee
Professor Simone Wonnacott
(Vice Chancellor, Leeds Arts University)
Rachel Reeves
(Member of Parliament – Leeds West)
Stephanie Darlington
(Office of Rachel Reeves, Leeds West)
Judith Chapman
(Councillor)
Daniel Cohen
(Councillor)
Sarah Brown
(Principal Keeper, Leeds Art Gallery)
Karen Butler
(Head of Place Management & Delivery, Leeds Business Improvement District)
Nima Poovaya-Smith
(Director, Alchemy and University of Leeds)
Catriona McAra
(University Curator, Leeds Arts University)

3.2 Further Stakeholders
Cluny Macpherson
(Chief Officer, Leeds City Council)
Colin Booth
(Principal, Leeds City College)
Robin Hawkes
(Executive Director, Playhouse)
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4. Project Timeline
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5. Production Specifications
5.1

Artist’s Role and Person Specifications

To create a visually compelling, iconic outdoor public sculpture championing the
achievements of women in Leeds. The successful design will likely expand notions of what
public sculpture might be (e.g. thinking beyond the figurative), and will be fabricated
from durable materials that will last at least 50 years outdoors. Facilities envisaged
include power and lighting but not a water feature. The structure must have the potential
for annual additions (e.g. multiple engravings) built into the design concept in order to
represent multiple women.
The artist will be responsible for the sculpture’s overall aesthetics including its design, as
well as contribute to the public engagement by way of a series of artist’s talks and further
programming in collaboration with the University Curator (and in collaboration with
educational opportunities at Leeds City College and The Playhouse). Working within
budget and to the height and weight restrictions as set out in this brief, the artist will
collaborate with management and production (see diagram in 3.2) to see through the
timely completion of this sculpture sited within the public realm. The completion date
will be June 2020.
There is no restriction on gender or cultural background but ideally the artist will be based
within the UK. The artist will have experience of delivering public projects of a similar
scale to time and to budget but may still be at an early or mid-stage of their career.
The selected artist’s fee of £10,000 (ten thousand pounds) will include their labour and
hours worked, their speaker’s fee and all travel and subsistence expenses. The artist’s fee
will not include fabrication costs, structural engineering, lighting nor annual maintenance.
5.2 Artist Selection
The steering committee invites applicants to submit a 500-word proposal statement to
include a justification of their intended medium and evidence their understanding of the
technical requirements for fulfilling their concept, plus a detailed Curriculum Vitae
detailing experience to date, and up to ten images describing the proposed sculpture. All
submissions must be electronic at this stage. Deadline for applications: 21 Sept 2018.
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A shortlist of up to four artists will then be filtered by the steering committee. Each artist
will be given £1000 (one thousand pounds) to develop a 3D maquette of their concept.
This stage will be funded by Leeds Arts University Exhibitions. A developmental exhibition
of short-listed maquettes will take place in the new gallery space at Leeds Arts University
May 2019, giving the public an opportunity to see. During this period, the shortlisted
artists will also need to pitch their concept to the steering committee and other
stakeholders through an interview.
5.3. Budget
The selected artist will be given a fee of £10,000 (ten thousand pounds) to include travel
and subsistence expenses and hours worked on the project including at least one public
engagement talk. This will not include materials, fabrication, installation, structural
engineer costs, lighting and annual maintenance, which will be managed and covered by
a separate facet of the project.
5.4

Fabrication

The fabrication of the sculpture will depend on the medium of the concept, and whether
the artist has the requisite skill-set to scale-up. It is likely the fabrication will constitute
a separate facet that will be competitively outsourced. This is expected to be in the range
of £40,000 (independent of the artist’s fee).
There will be further structural costs, including transportation of the sculpture and its
craning into the site (crane quoted at £3500). Lighting and annual maintenance costs are
also being budgeted for separately.
6. Fundraising Contacts and Those to Consider
The exhibition of shortlisted maquettes will coincide with the launch of a major
fundraising campaign. Those who have already been approached and/or agreed to sponsor
this project include: Leeds Arts University, Leeds City College, Leeds Bid, and Caddick
Group.
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7. Contract
Once the artist is selected, a formal contract will be signed outlining key roles and
responsibilities as well as ownership and image rights. A site visit will also be organised.
It is envisaged that ownership of the maquettes and design work will rest with the artist.
However, ownership of the sited sculpture is likely to reside with Leeds Arts University
and Leeds City Council. Please note that corporate sponsorship may be an outcome of
the fundraising campaign.
8. Contact
The selected artist will liaise with and report to the University Curator who will manage
the budget. Please direct all applications and inquiries to the e-mail address below:
Dr Catriona McAra
University Curator
Leeds Arts University
Blenheim Walk
Leeds
LS2 9AQ
E-mail: catriona.mcara@leeds-art.ac.uk
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